
Affordable Luxury Range
100% Hand Made in Italy



Ramouis
It all begins with good design.

The Ramoui Dining Table



The Ramoui Dining Table is a great example of minimalism, 
Creating perfect harmony with the surrounding environment. 

The sheer simplicity & pure nature of the materials used are            
enhanced by quality, form + the illusion of space.

Sometimes,  Less is ultimately More.



The Ramouis Dining Table with base in gold.



Ramouis Dining Table top finishes available:

- Italian Walnut timber
- Spessart Oak 

- Elm Tiber
- Transparent Glass

- White, Dark Brown Dark Grey or Dove Grey lacquered Glass
- Velvet Anti Scratch in white,  Dark Brown, Dove or Dark Grey

Base colours available:

- White
- Sand

- Dark Brown
- Dark Grey
- Chrome

- Black Nickel

The Ramouis Dining Table with base in gold. The Ramouis Dining Table with top in white lacquered glass and 
white metal base.



Evo

Designer dining table with base in Ebony timber and glass top with mirror base plate.

“ Simplicity is the essence of universality. ”

- M. K. Gandhi

Beautiful dining table crafted with Castango timber in high gloss 
finish with architectural chrome base.



Designer dining table with base in Ebony timber and glass top with mirror base plate.



Artistic
The home is but a canvas for your imagination.

“ Logic will take you from A to B,  however,      
imagination will take you everywhere ”

- Albert Einstein

The Artistic Dining Table with top in Italian Walnut timber & metal base in gold finish lacquered colour.



The Artistic Dining Table is available in a range of sizes including extension options along with a range of colours & finishes to choose from.

The Artistic Dining Table with top in Italian Walnut timber & metal base in gold finish lacquered colour.



The Artistic Dining Table with top in anti scratch velvet glass & metal base in sand lacquered colour.



The Artistic Dining Table with black HG metal base and Oak imber top, shown with Cougar chairs in matching timber legs



Academic
“ An interior is the natural projection of the soul ”

- Coco Chanel



The Academic Collection combines natural beauty & warmth of Italian Oak timber with the reflective surfaces of details.  The attention to 
detail is seen in the interior drawers of the buffet & display cabinet with contrasting finishes. 



The Academic Collection combines the 
Natural beauty & Warmth of Italian Oak 

timber with the reflective surfaces of gold elements.  

 

The attention to detail is highlighted in the 
Interior drawers of the buffet & display cabinet 

using vibrant & contrasting finishes.

This collection branches out to an entire range for 
the home including 

- Bedroom
- Lounge
- Dining

- Occasional pieces
- Accessories 

All of these suites with the same design elements 
& materials which in turn provides a coordinated &  
integrated theme,  especially in an open planned 

space.



The Academic Living Suite



V dining
Simplicity is beauty.

Designer dining table with glass top & base in Ebony timber with high gloss finish.  Shown with Favorla dining chair.



Designer dining table with base in Ebony timber and glass top with mirror base plate.



Canovana

The Canovana Dining Suite is crafted in white lacquer 
with high gloss polyester finish & chrome details which in 
turn enhance the details of white Carrara marble veneer.

“ Luxury is when design seems flawless,  when you 
reach the right balance between all elements 

and understand theatricality ” 

- Jean - Louis Deniot



The Canovana Dining Suite is crafted in white lacquer 
with high gloss polyester finish & chrome details which in 
turn enhance the details of white Carrara marble veneer. Canovana Display Cabinet



Millennium
“ Good design is obvious,  GREAT design is transparent. ”

- Joe Soprano 

The Millennium Dining table is the striking sister of 
the ‘Artistic’ Dining table with a unique architectural 

base available in 4 different colours.

This dining table provides ultimate flexibility as it is 
available in a range of sizes, timbers and finishes.

Table top available in:

- Glass
- Italian Walnut
- Spessart Oak

- Elm Timber
- Lacquered glass in white, dark brown, dark grey 

or dove grey 
- Velvet anti scratch matte lacquered glass in - 

white,  dark brown, dove or dark grey

Base colours available:

- White
- Sand

- Dark Brown
- Dark Grey









Day & Night

This gorgeous dining table is crafted in Rosewood timber finished with high gloss polyester for a flawless effect.

100% Hand Made in Italy.



Day & Night fixed top dining table - also available as an extension.



Fiandro
“Learn to look not just with your eyes, but with your heart.  

Find the things that connect with you. 

How else will you know how to design your home? ”

- Kelly Hoppen

Fiandro extension in white anti scratch lacquer finished with white metal base.



Fiandro

The Fiandro shown with a beautiful natural Italian Walnut timber top and metal base in dark grey lacquered finish.  
Displayed with Cougar Chairs in Italian fabric. The Fiandro Range is available in a range of sizes, lacquered colours and timbers.



Fiandro shown with dark grey metal base + top & extensions finished in dark grey matte finish.



The Fiandro is available in a wide range of finishes, colours and sizes (including extension!) .

Unleash the full interior design potention in any space!



Solitaire
“Underneath all design,  lies the solid belief that 

beauty is a positive force ” 

- Barbara Barry

The ‘mirror effects’ are evident in the high gloss polyester finish and highlights 
the beauty in the black Sable timber - exclusive to the Solitaire Range.



The Solitaire extension dining table is crafted in Black Sable timber with high gloss polyester finish and chromed details.  The elegant 
dining chairs are dressed in first grade Italian leather with a deep buttoned feature highlighting the sophistication in this suite.



One & Only

The One & Only OVAL dining table with white lacquer and high gloss polyester finish.

“ And the Alchemist said:   the simple things are also the most 
extraordinary things, and only the wise can see them...”

- Paolo Coelho



The One and Only extension dining table crafted in Canela Noire timber with high gloss polyester finish



The One and Only Buffet crafted in Canela Noire timber with high gloss polyester finish The One and Only Dining with 2 x Rectangular dining tables.



The One and Only Buffet crafted in Canela Noire timber with high gloss polyester finish The One and Only Dining with 2 x Rectangular dining tables.



Alley Buffet

“ The function of design is letting design function. ”

- Micha Commeren

The Alley Buffet in dark grey lacquered high gloss finish.



The floating Alley buffet (shown with the Oasis Dining table) is a versatile piece which enhances the contemporary living space through 
clean lines & sleek design.  Available in 3 different glass lacquered colours - sand, dark grey and white.The Alley Buffet in dark grey lacquered high gloss finish.



“ Design - it’s not just what it looks like and how it 
feels,   design is how it works. ” 

- Steve Jobs

Giro with white lacquered glass top.

Giro - Extend



The Giro is a fabulous item for apartment living & 
a great solution for difficult spaces with its ability 
to range from a 6 seater to a 8 seater. 

This designer piece is available  in a range of surface 
finishes to easily complement any dining chair.

Giro Dining Table pictured with Scream Dining Chairs.



Maestro

The luxurious Maestro dining table (160 diam. Only) made with timber top finished in white (also avail. In chocolate & 
Black) lacquer & high gloss polyester.  Stunning architectural base avail. in a range of lacquered colours. 

“ No masterpiece was ever created by a lazy artist.”

- Salvator Dali



The luxurious Maestro dining table (160 diam. Only) made with timber top finished in white (also avail. In chocolate & 
Black) lacquer & high gloss polyester.  Stunning architectural base avail. in a range of lacquered colours. 

Maestro Dining Table pictured with Savvy Dining Chairs.  



“ There are 360 degrees,  so why stick to one? ”

- Zaha Hadid

Artistic - Round

Minimalistic yet dramatic,  the Artistic has a round glass top with extra white lacquered glass and chrome metal  base.



Artistic round dining with smoke glass top & black gloss lacquered metal  base.



Millennium Round
“ Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication ”

- Leonardo Da Vinci





The stunning Solitaire dining table is crafted in Mink timber with high gloss polyester finish & bronzed details highlighting the sophistication 
in this suite.  The elegant dining arm chairs shown above are dressed in first grade Italian leather.

Solitaire
“The beauty of style, harmony, grace & good 

rhythm depend on simplicity ” 

- Plato

The ‘mirror effects’ are evident in the high gloss polyester finish and highlights the beauty 
in the black Sable timber - exclusive to the Solitaire Range.



The stunning Solitaire dining table is crafted in Mink timber with high gloss polyester finish & bronzed details highlighting the sophistication 
in this suite.  The elegant dining arm chairs shown above are dressed in first grade Italian leather.

The ‘mirror effects’ are evident in the high gloss polyester finish and highlights the beauty 
in the black Sable timber - exclusive to the Solitaire Range.



Solitaire dining chairs dressed in first grade Italian leather featuring a deep buttoned detail.



The Solitaire Dining table with Mink timber top in high gloss polyester finish & bronzed details.



Natalie Chairs
“ Simplicity carried to an extreme, becomes elegance”

- John Franklin

Shown with the Artistic Round Dining Table.



Create the perfect minimalist look with the stunning Natalie Chairs.
Fully upholstered in first grade Italian leather OR eco leather with your choice of 

colour + matching OR contrasting piping for a beautiful burst of colour.



Cougar Range
“Chairs are uniquely the best expression of design. 

They encompass more of the challenges by which one lives 
and works than any other single component of furniture” 

- Vladimir Kagan



The Cougar Chairs are very popular at Sovereign Interiors due 
to the aesthetically pleasing, super comfortable padded seat 

and back dressed in Italian Eco leather with your choice of 
colour.

 
Eco leather is durable, easy to maintain and perfect for young 

families.

These chairs are available in first grade Italian leather as well as 
waterproof Suede with frame in timber OR metal  -  

Whichever option is chosen,  this elegant chair will complement 
any modern space!

The Cougar Chairs are well known for their unique style and 
Ultimate comfort.

RIGHT: The Cougar chair in Ivory eco leather and chrome legs.



Clara Range
“Design is not for philosophy -  it’s for life.”

-  Issey Miyake

The Clara Bar stools with adjustable height and chrome base.

The Clara dining chairs fully dressed in ivory eco leather with sand piping.



The Clara Bar stools with adjustable height and chrome base.

The Clara dining chairs fully dressed in ivory eco leather with sand piping.



The Clara Chairs are beautifully designed with a 
Metal frame,  upholstered  and covered in a range 

of upholstery:

- Eco Leather

- First Grade Italian Leather

- Waterproof Suede

With a range of colours to choose from + matching 
OR contrasting piping.

The Clara fixed Bar stool dressed in dark grey waterproof suede.



The Clara dining chair range.



Geo Barchair
Naturally Inspiring.



Swivel bar stool with chrome structure and gas lift 
piston with adjustable height and seat available 

in natural Oak (left)  or Mocha stained Oak (right).



Less
“ Minimalism is the pursuit or essence, 

not the appearance.”

- Claudio Silverstein



This Minimalist bar stool is a beautiful addition to the 
kitchen/bar without interfering the surrounding space.

Dressed in leather fiber .

Available in 7 exclusive colours,  the LESS swivel bar 
stool has the convenience of a gas lift piston with 

adjustable seat heights.

Available with the same or contrasting stitching for a 
personalized style and truly expresses :

‘Less is More’



Consoles
“ Creativity is to think more efficiently ”

- Pierre Reverdy

Day & Night Console 



ABOVE: The One & Only Moon console in white lacquer with high gloss polyester finish -  also available in Canela Noíre timber.



The One & Only RECTANGULAR console shown in white lacquer with high gloss polyester finish, also available in Canela Noíre timber.



ABOVE: The Prizma Console table with 3D graphite metal base 
and top in white lacquered timber .

ABOVE: The Prizma Console table with bronzed brass metal 
base and top in Italian Walnut timber.



“ The straight lines belong to man, 
the curved one to God. ”

- Antonio Gaudí

Foulhard



The whimsical Foulhard console table is beautifully crafted with  divine curved 
and sandblasted glass available in white,  smoke grey or bronze .



Solitaire
“ What else is design but a method of Alchemy.

Something beautiful, something rare and something usable ”

- Anonymous

The Solitaire Collection is beautifully crafted with strong Black Sable timber and finished in high gloss polyester finish.



The Solitaire Side tables (above left)  and coffee tables (opposite page)  offer the ability to overlap which becomes effective 
for small and difficult spaces,  whilst pertaining to a minimal theme emphasized through clean lines and chromed details.



Vela
“ Design must seduce,  and more importantly, 

evoke an emotional response. ”

- April Greiman



The absolutely gorgeous Vela coffee table has a 
stunning base made of curved glass with glass top 

available in a range of sizes/shapes.

Base comes in a range of coloured glass including 
clear (standard).

Sizes Available - cm.

SQUARE: 

- 106W x 106D x 31H

- 120W x 120D x 31H

ROUND:

- 120 diam. x 31H

OVAL: 

- 160W x 100D x 31H

 



“ Design is a balance between form and function... 
It takes two. ”

- Seesaw

Pock

The sleek modern style is fantastic for any contemporary home and is effective for smaller spaces with its hidden storage compartment.

The Pock coffee table is a perfect example of great design where form 
meets functionality!!  Available in wenge timber (as above) , Italian walnut 

timber or open pore matte lacquered colours (white, black or mocha)



The sleek modern style is fantastic for any contemporary home and is effective for smaller spaces with its hidden storage compartment.



Gaudí
“ Those who look for the laws of Nature as a support 

for their new works collaborate with the creator. 

Copiers do not collaborate. ”

- Antoni Gaudí



The Magical “Gaudi Coffee Table” celebrates the magnificent work and history of architect 
Antoni Gaudi and represents the elegance of natural curves which are seen only in nature. 

 
This concept encourages the contemporary world of design to step away from the predicted 
straight lines and sharp corners as it too superficial,  and to embrace the enchanted elements 

evident in nature.

The Gaudi Coffee table is a beautiful silhouette of sandblasted curved glass available in three 
exclusive colours  (white, bronze and fume (grey) sandblasted glass)  and has a matching 

dining table + console table !



One & Only
“ Form & function should be one,  

In a spiritual union ” 

- Frank Lloyd Wright

Canela Noiré timber with high gloss polyester finish.  



The One & Only lounges with Canela Noiré timber frame 
finished in high gloss polyester integrates accordingly 

with the coffee table to create a theme.  



Love
“ You only learn to love again,
when you fall in love again. ” 

- Adele

The LOVE lamp table in Makassar Ebony 



The Love coffee table is crafted in Makassar Ebony 
timber with high gloss polyester finish and is highlighted 

with simplistic chrome elements.

Available in satin finish, OR white lacquer with high gloss 
or satin finish.

The LOVE lamp table in Makassar Ebony 



The adorable Pattern side/coffee tables are ideal space savers, offering the ability to store, hold & stack.  

Patterns
Simplicity is key, but quality is principle.



The Pattern Side Tables are available in : 

- White
- Sand

- Old Rose
- Light Blue

- Light Green
- Yellow

_ Red
- Blue

- Dark Grey
- Natural Silver

- Gold
- HG black

Available as outdoor side tables with outdoor material.



Uber 
“ Design is a constant challenge to balance comfort 

with luxury,  
And the practical with the desirable. ”

- Donna Karen

These Über cool ottomans are essential in the home,  ideal for completing  the decor of the space.  Available in a range of colours/finishes.





St Tropez
“ Elegance, just like quality, is not standing out, 

but being remembered. ” 

- Giorgio Armani



The St Tropez lounge is fully dressed in first grade Italian leather with modern details such as chromed feet.  Available in a range of sizes, 
leather grades and colours,  the St Tropez sofa is a comfy, modern essential for the contemporary home.   Ranging in price from $ 6,600



ItaliaLounge
“ Your home should tell the story of who you are, 

and be a collection of what you love. ”

- Nate Berkus



The IT lounge is made with consideration of the 
modern lifestyle.  Different configurations opens the 

space and encourages social movement.

Available in a range of Italian fabrics, Eco and first 
grade leathers + colours.

Available in a range of sizes & configurations.

Personalize your home with a beautiful lounge suite 
made in Italy!







Love
“Let all that you do be done in Love. ”

- Corinthians



The Love Collection is created in the name of love.   Skillfully crafted with Makassar Ebony timber - also 
available in lacquered colour upholstered in quality fabrics, however is also available in first grade Italian 

leather with a range of colours to choose from.

This collection branches out to bedroom, dining,  office and even other  occasional pieces & accessories.



Twist
“ Quality is remembered long after the price is 

forgotten. ”

- Gucci



Experience ultimate luxury with the Twist lounge,  dressed in first grade Italian leather.

Our manufacturer uses the same leather tannery as Gucci, Fendi, Todds and Porsche to expedite first 
grade quality leather and embrace infinite comfort.

Lounge, matching ottoman and coffee table available in a rage of sizes, grades and colours of leather. 



Bellevue
“ The only thing that separates design from art is 

that design is meant to be... functional . ”

- Cameron Moll



The luxurious Bellevue lounge is dressed in first grade Italian 
leather.

Our manufacturer uses the same leather tannery as Gucci, 
Fendi, Todds and Porsche to expedite first grade quality leath-

er and embrace infinite comfort.

Lounge, matching ottoman and coffee table are available in 
a rage of sizes, grades and colours of leather. 



Pretty
“ Great design is eliminating all the unnecessary 

details ”

- Minh D.  Tran

The Pretty (below) and Dolly (opposite page) lounge chairs are available in a 
range of leather grades and colours.  They are the perfect occasional pieces 

to complement a lounge suite.



Experience ultimate luxury with the Twist lounge,  dressed in first grade Italian leather.

Our manufacturer uses the same leather tannery as Gucci, Fendi, Todds and Porsche to expedite first 
grade quality leather and embrace infinite comfort.

Dolly



“ Never overlook the power of Simplicity ”

- Robin S. Sharma

Day & Night
100% Hand Made in Italy.



Elegant Day & Night lounge chairs  evoke a 
dreamy & harmonious atmosphere.

Chair frame is crafted in beautiful New Guin-
ea Rosewood timber  with the strength of high 
gloss polyester finish for a stunning mirrored 

effect.

This collection is sophisticated and entirely 
captivating.



One & Only
100% Hand Made in Italy.



The One & Only collection is beautifully crafted in Canela Noiré timber with 
high gloss polyester finish - for a flawless mirror effect  (also available in satin).  

This range is also available in white lacquered finish with high gloss OR satin 
polyester finish.

 
Contemporary chromed details highlight this elegant & modern style.  

100% Hand Made in Italy.



“ Creativity comes from a conflict of ideas”

- Donatella Versace

Vortex



The Vortex bed explores innovative 
cutting edge design with angulated 

features & generous space, ultimately 
maximizing comfort.

Available in black or white ecoleather.



The Roy
“ Luxury is in the details...”

- Hubert De Givenchy



The super stunning Super Roy bed showcases a beautiful contemporary bed with comfort & style.  

Organic curved & overlapping headrest offering maximum comfort.  

Available in a range of first grade Italian leathers &  fabric options.



Soyanarah
Where design meets quality.



The Soyanarah bed is fully dressed in first grade Italian leather with a choice of colour and grade of leather.  
Available in Australian King and Queen sizes with 2 or 3 panels on headboard.



Canovana
“ Timeless design is not a cliché. ”

- Philippe Stark



The Canovana Bedroom Suite is crafted with white lacquer and finished in high gloss polyester + chrome detailing to suite to modern lifestyle.



Monarco
“ Luxury starts where functionality ends,  

where true value is personal and has no price 
or reason. ”

- Marcel Wanders 



 The bedroom suite is crafted with Velvet Birch timber in high gloss polyester finish with headboard in white eco leather & chromed details



Monte - Blanca
“ Design is where science and art break even. ”

- Mieke Gerritzen

Monte-Blanca Bedroom Suite crafted with Light Koto 
timber in high gloss polyester finish with headboard 

dressed in beige Italian fabric & brushed bronze finish 
details



 The bedroom suite is crafted with Light Koto timber finish in high gloss polyester  with headboard in eco leather & deep button features.



Imperial
“ Creativity is the greatest rebellion in existence. ” 

- Osho

 Imperial Bedroom Suite   -  Crafted in white lacquer with high gloss polyester finish & features LED back lit headboard and chrome details



 Imperial Bedroom Suite   -  Crafted in white lacquer with high gloss polyester finish & features LED back lit headboard and chrome details



Sydney Showroom:
 

Suite 4 
69 O’Riordan Street, Alexandria, NSW 2015

Tel: 02 9693 5780
Sydneysales@sovereigninteriors.com.au

Gold Coast Showroom:
 

84 Upton Street, Bundall, QLD 4217
Tel: 07 5592 0161

info@sovereigninteriors.com.au

www.sovereigninteriors.com.au


